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Abstract

Improving the current Air Traffic Control (ATC) system with new technologies such as decision support systems (DSTs) is necessary to accommodate continued growth in air traffic. These new technologies will potentially move ATC Specialists (ATCSs) from tactical to more strategic control. How this change will affect ATCS situation awareness (SA) is unknown. To assess SA real-time on operational hardware and software is both a technical and human factors challenge.

This paper describes the measurement of SA, including a new instrument, in an experiment that investigated the effect of traffic level, automation, and ATCS position. Sixteen ATCSs from Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs) within the United States volunteered. We attached the Situation Awareness Verification and ANalysis Tool (SAVANT) to hardware used in operational facilities and probed ATCS real-time.

The results of the experiment showed that the implementation of an online SA assessment instrument on operational hardware is feasible. ATCS position, load, and level of automation had an effect on ATCS SA. The results have implications for the introduction of new automation tools and the assessment of their effect on ATCS SA.

Introduction

The introduction of new technologies into the National Airspace System (NAS) will alter the role of the Air Traffic Control Specialist (ATCS). As the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) moves forward with National Airspace System (NAS) modernization and the implementation of Free Flight concepts, the ATCS will move from a controlling role to a collaborating role[1]. With increases of up to 60% expected in air traffic over the next decade, automation will play a significant role in supporting the NAS and the ATCS[11]. The anticipated benefits from the use of decision support tools (DSTs) include increases in safety, efficiency, and ATCS productivity [2].

To gain a better understanding of the impact of DSTs on ATCSs’ situational awareness (SA), we compared two levels of automation, limited and full, to a no-automation condition under high- and low-traffic loads. This paper will discuss a new tool to assess the effect of increases in air traffic and automation on ATCSs’ SA in an operational Host Computer System with the Display System Replacement hardware.

Air Traffic Control Automation

A primary goal of Air Traffic Control (ATC) is safety. Operating under high workloads, tight regulations, and challenging conditions, the ATCS’s job is demanding [3]. Improving the current ATC system with new technologies is necessary because of the projected increase in air traffic in the coming decades. These new technologies include automated tools for all phases of flight [1], [3], [5]. In this study, we used a prototype en route DST that is currently used at two ARTCCs in the United States. The introduction of automated DSTs in the en route environment may alter ATCSs’ SA.

The literature discusses the technical and practical considerations of automation [6], [7] but often does not address how it produces new problems for human performance[8]. As we continue to rely on the support of automation and errors involving automated systems tend to be more costly [9], it is essential to better understand its impact on human performance.
Automation tends to increase system complexity. The increased probability of system failure related to the increased number of systems adds to the complexity of the user’s job [9]. Complex systems may negatively affect SA [10].

Situation Awareness Assessment

Previously used measures to assess how operators develop and maintain SA include physiological measures such as eye movements [11], [12], verbal protocol analysis [13], [14], retrospective recall [15], rating techniques [16], [17], memory probes [18], [19], and on-line queries [20]. Most of these techniques have demonstrated some degree of validity and usefulness. In this study, we assessed SA through four instruments. We used (1) self-ratings of several aspects of SA obtained from the post scenario questionnaires, (2) over-the-shoulder ratings of several aspects of SA obtained from the observations by our subject matter expert, (3) SA assessment based on the Situation Awareness Global Assessment Technique (SAGAT), and (4) SA assessment through a new online tool developed for this study.

Objectives

The purpose of the current study was to explore the effects of traffic load and automation on ATCSs in an ATC en route environment.

1.1 Method

In this study, we implemented an online SA assessment tool that uses the simulation environment to probe ATCSs. The instrument was implemented on operational Host computer and Display System Replacement hardware.

1.2 Participants

Sixteen DSR certified, non-supervisory, full-time ATCSs participated. None of the participants was on medical waiver or in a staff position at the time of the experiment. Eleven participants had normal vision and five had corrected-to-normal vision. The mean age of the participants was 38.7 years. They had actively controlled traffic for a mean of 15.1 years. None of the ATCSs had previously received training on a DST.

1.3 Airspace

We used a generic en route ARTCC to make our findings easier to generalize and to increase the size of our participant pool [21]. During the simulation, the weather conditions required instrumented flight rules to be in effect.

1.4 Scenarios

The results discussed in this paper are based on six different scenarios under the following conditions. The scenarios included two load levels (High and Low) and three levels of automation (No Automation, Limited Automation, and Full Automation). The ATCSs worked in teams of two, consisting of a Radar- (R-) and Data- (D-) side.

1.5 Training

The training environment for the DST consisted of an instructor position and two student positions. The DST itself ran on a DEC Alpha system with remote displays. The instructor and student positions consisted of SUN workstations with 19” displays, a keyboard, and a three-button mouse.

For training on the airspace, we used two standalone ATCoach simulators [22] and six simulation pilots. Participants trained on six scenarios of moderate load.

1.6 Experimental Sessions

For the experimental sessions, we used an integrated system including the Target Generation Facility (TGF), the Host computer, the Display System Replacement (DSR) system, and the DST. We used the TGF to generate targets and air space. The air space in this study used the concept of generic air space from previous studies but required adaptation of the TGF, the Host, the DSR, and the DST [21]. Because the DST required a 20-minute look-ahead, we created an airspace several sectors wide. Only one of the sectors was active, whereas the other sectors functioned as ghosts.

1.7 ATCS Experimental Environment

The ATCS environment included a fully functional sector position and a new tool that allowed us to probe SA on line. In the following sections, we describe this environment.

1.7.1 Sector Position

For the R side, a 2,000 by 2,000 pixel, 29” video display unit (Sony, Japan) presented the radar scope. The workstation had a DSR flight strip bay, an en route keyboard, and a trackball with three buttons. A landline allowed interfacility and intrafacility communications. The D-side ATCS had access to the DST on a 29” video display.
1.7.2 Implementation of an Online Situation Awareness Probe

The Situation Awareness Verification and Analysis Tool (SAVANT) ran on separate multiple network SUN workstations programmed in C++, Java, and ODS Toolbox [23] one for the D side and one for the R side ATCSs. Approximately every 3 minutes, we probed the perceived workload with the Air Traffic Workload Input Technique (ATWIT). Twenty seconds after ATWIT went off, the ATCSs’ monitors displayed the SAVANT query for 3 seconds, and then the replication of the DSR screen appeared for 9 seconds while they responded to the query.

SAVANT uses the ODS toolbox as the human-computer interface. SAVANT obtained part of the data for the replication of the DSR screen from the TGF. SAVANT needed other data to correctly place data blocks. Those data included the orientation and length of the leader line relative to the raw radar return, the history trail, and the vector line. A token ring sniffer listened in on two of the three DSR token rings and presented the DSR messages on a socket. Middleware software grabbed the appropriate messages and presented it to DESIREE.

The SAVANT computer display presented a replication of the airspace including targets and data blocks. SAVANT indicated targets of interest on the screen by highlighting them in a separate color and with portions of their data blocks hidden. Participants responded to queries by clicking on the target that has the highest values for the queried variable. When SAVANT started, the computer screen was blank. Each session lasted 12 seconds (3 seconds to display the question and 9 seconds to respond).

We used two types of queries. The first type was a forced choice question that asked about the relationship between one aircraft and either another aircraft or airspace. For this type of query, visual information was present except for the information about which the query was asking. The second type question was open ended with multiple responses possible. The only information available for this question type was the aircraft position. We recorded the ATCS’s responses by having them click on the aircraft representing the correct answer.

1.8 Design and Procedure

Our study was a 2 x 2 x 3 design and contained two levels of position (D-side and R-side), two levels of load (Low and High), and three levels of automation (No Automation, Limited Automation, and Full Automation).

Position: ATCSs worked either as R or a D side.
Load: Low-load scenario had a level of complexity at which a first line supervisor would be about to remove the assistance of a data ATCS. High-load scenario had a level of complexity at which a first-line supervisor would be about to move from a two- to three-person team.
Automation: The No Automation (baseline) featured paper flight strips. The Limited Automation or second level of automation featured electronic flight strips with conflict indication but no trial flight planning. The Full Automation or third level featured electronic flight strips with flight planning. We collected the ATCS response and response time for each question.

Dependent variables: In this experiment, we used four SA assessment techniques; SAVANT provided objective online assessment of SA for gist-type information; SAGAT provided a single objective assessment per scenario of Endsley’s three levels of SA; and our PSQ and OTS form queried ATCSs and SMEs respectively about perceived ATCS SA.

2. Results

2.1 SAVANT

Correct Responses Only – Aircraft-Pair Questions. As an R-side, ATCSs responded faster to the current SAVANT questions than as a D-side [F(1,15)=5.86, p< .05, Figure 1].

All Responses Answered – Aircraft-Pair Questions. ATCSs responded faster in the full automation condition than in the limited automation condition. There were no differences between full and no automation or limited and no automation [Figure 2].
ATCSs responded faster to queries when load was low \( F(1,15)=7.57, p<.05, \) [Figure 3].

**Sector-Based Queries.** As an R-side, ATCSs answered a significantly higher percentage of questions correctly than as a D-side \( F(1,15)=13.40, p<.01, \) [Figure 4]. A trend for automation showed that, as automation increased, the percentage of correct responses decreased [Figure 5].

Automation tended to have an effect for R-side ATCSs but not for D-side ATCSs. R-side ATCSs' percentage of correct responses was higher when they did not use any automation.

### 2.2 SAGAT

We compared ATCSs’ perceptions of the traffic situation as reported on the SAGAT queries to the actual state of the traffic situation at the end of the scenario.

**Level 1 SA:** When working on the R-side position, ATCS awareness of aircraft location was higher than when on the D-side [Figure 6]. ATCSs identified more callsign letters correctly under low load conditions [Figure 7]. Under full automation and high load, ATCSs’ awareness of headings was higher than full automation and low load [Figure 8]. Awareness for aircraft type was highest in the high load, limited automation condition.

**Level 2 SA.** Awareness of the next fix was lowest under limited automation. When on the R-side, ATCSs’ awareness of aircraft’s flight profiles was higher than when on the D-side. ATCSs had a higher awareness of separation is-
sues under low load conditions. Under high load conditions, ATCSs were more aware of aircraft clearances received. Awareness for clearance conformance was lowest under the low load, no automation condition.

**Level 3 SA.** We found no significant effects, nor trends for the variables assessing Level 3 SA.

### 2.3 Post-Scenario Questionnaire

Position and load affected perceived SA for current aircraft location (SA\textsubscript{cal}) [Figure 9]. When working as an R-side, ATCSs rated their SA\textsubscript{cal} higher than when they were in the D-side position [F(1.15)=11.33, p<.01]. Further, when controlling traffic in a low load scenario, ATCSs perceived they had higher SA\textsubscript{cal} than in high traffic load scenarios [F(1.15)=11.91, p<.01].

![Figure 9. SA for current aircraft locations by load.](image)

ATCSs perceived they had higher SA for projected aircraft locations when controlling traffic in a low load scenario compared to a high load scenario [F(1.15)=12.76, p<.01, Figure 10].

![Figure 10. SA for projected aircraft locations by load.](image)

When asked to rate their SA for potential violations, ATCSs reported higher levels of SA under low load scenarios in comparison to high load scenarios [F(1.15)=22.21, p<.001]. The univariate results showed a secondary trend for the interaction between load and automation. As shown in [Figure 11] the secondary trend indicated load had the largest effect under the full automation condition. When ATCSs used full automation, their SA for potential violations was lower when the load was high compared to low.

![Figure 11. SA for potential violations by load and automation.](image)

### 2.4 Over-the-Shoulder

The SME felt that ATCSs maintained awareness of aircraft positions, ensured positive control, and corrected their own errors in a timely manner better when the load was low [F(1.7)=40.69, p<.001, F(1.7)=56.52, p<.001, and F(1.7)=20.05, p<.01, respectively, Figure 12]. A trend in the data suggests the ATCSs also detected pilot deviations from control instructions better under low load conditions.

![Figure 12. Maintaining attention and SA by load.](image)

### 3. Discussion

We will first discuss our interpretation of the results for each of the instruments. Based on the instrument specific discussion, we will draw conclusion about the overall effect of automation, traffic load, and ATCS position on SA. Finally, we will discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages of SAVANT.

**SAVANT.** With limited automation, ATCSs were less involved with the traffic. In contrast, full automation provided a graphical representation of aircraft positions and conflict information, allowing the D-side ATCS to stay involved. Even without automation, ATCSs had better SA than with limited automation. In the field,
ATCSs training includes building the “picture” from flight strips and maintaining that picture without a graphical representation. Therefore, by giving them flight progress strips, they may have been better able to stay involved than with the limited automation where ATCSs were not familiar with the format of displayed aircraft information.

ATCSs had better awareness of the current situation when working on the R-side. R-side ATCSs had the advantage that they were in a more active role related to the traffic compared to the D-side who is in more of a monitoring role. This compliments findings that SA is lower when passively processing information instead of actively processing it.

ATCSs had better awareness for future situations when load was low. The fewer the aircraft, the easier it was to project them into the future, increasing SA. Because the Aircraft Pair questions assessed SA relevant to both positions, load did not affect ATCS SA relative to their control position.

SA was higher for these action-oriented items when ATCSs were on the R-side. The R-side needs to have an overall comprehension of whether the aircraft are conforming to clearances; In contrast, the D-side ATCS needs to know the state of the aircraft. In addition, a trend showed lower SA under increasing levels of automation. This coincides to findings that SA decreases under automation. R-side ATCSs’ SA was higher when no automation was present. When no automation was present, the D-side ATCS could devote his or her full attention to the DSR screen and assist the R-side ATCS which freed up some cognitive resources of the R-side ATCS.

SAGAT. With limited automation, ATCSs only had electronic flight strips and could not pull up the graphical plans display. This appeared to hamper their ability to stay up with next fix information. As mentioned earlier, ATCSs have traditionally trained to use paper flight strips to help build their picture, and, in the no automation condition, they may have used this to stay involved. Similarly, they may have used the graphical display provided in the full automation to maintain the picture.

Even though ATCS scores for aircraft positions were low, we did find that R-side ATCSs had better awareness of aircraft location than D-side ATCSs. R-side ATCSs spend more time viewing the radar display and actively controlling traffic, and the D-side ATCSs assist and are in a more monitoring role. The active control of traffic may increase SA as reflected in this item and supported findings that SA was higher for active ATCSs than monitoring ATCSs. We had a similar finding for awareness of flight profile. The R-side ATCSs were better aware of aircraft flight profiles – en route, outbound from an airport, or inbound to an airport in the sector – than the D-side ATCSs. This corresponds well with the notion that one has better memory for things that you do yourself (the R-side radioed the aircraft and discussed changes in flight profile with the pilots) than things that are done for you (the D-side received second-hand information after the R-side initiated the control action).

In SAGAT, we queried ATCSs only on those aircraft that they initially placed on the SAGAT map. Under low load, ATCSs may be able to recall more aircraft than the ones that required their attention. Under high load, ATCSs most likely had so many aircraft that required their attention, that they could not recall all of them. Therefore, when queried about whether an aircraft that they recalled had received a clearance, under low load, they may have remembered less information correctly because the recalled aircraft included unimportant aircraft as well. Under high load, all recalled aircraft may have been important and whether or not one of these aircraft had received a clearance now was important to the ATCS, resulting in higher scores.

ATCSs were more aware of headings when load was high. With full automation, ATCSs had conflict indications and reached out more to resolve those conflicts, bringing the headings for those aircraft to their attention. In addition, these aircraft may have been important because all recalled aircraft under high load had the attention of ATCSs. ATCSs had higher SA for aircraft type under limited automation and high load conditions. In limited automation, ATCSs could easily access aircraft type from the aircraft list. Under high load, this information seems to have more importance to the ATCSs. Awareness of aircraft conformance to clearances was lowest under low load, no automation. Under low load, ATCSs may have remembered less information correctly because the recalled aircraft included unimportant aircraft as well important aircraft. Further, they did not have access to conflict indications and were not as concerned with possible conflicts because the likelihood of them was low. In contrast, under high load, recalled aircraft in-
cluded only important aircraft and the potential for possible conflicts was large, therefore, even under no automation conditions, ATCSs paid great attention to aircraft conformance.

First, the discrepancy in size between the DSR screen and the computer monitor may physically create a scaling problem, making it difficult for ATCSs to accurately place aircraft at positions coinciding with the DSR position. We have not established that a change in scale does not distort ATCS recall for aircraft positions. The probe itself also may not access the relevant information within the ATCS knowledge. ATCSs may have the knowledge of aircraft positions relative to one another but cannot express them at the exact location as required by the format provided by the probe. Or, perhaps, the ATCSs really do not have the information stored in memory but instead use the radar display as an external memory. If this is the case, a good indication of SA may be the speed at which they can find the information from the external memory. For instance, awareness of aircraft’s next fix and aircraft type, although not available directly from the radar display, can be accessed from flight plan information. Even though information is not in memory, knowing where to find it can imply good SA [20]. Helbing [28] suggested that ATCSs use aircraft positions as memory pegs (i.e., they store relevant information about aircraft by aircraft position and are not necessarily able to retrieve aircraft information when probed using cues such as callsign). The current research findings suggest that ATCSs do not have good memory for exact aircraft locations. Therefore, if Helbing’s model is accurate, the spatial representation that ATCSs use to store aircraft information is not simply a scaled version of the actual displayed information.

The results show we cannot expect ATCSs to recall verbatim information. This does not mean that they do not have that information stored in memory; it simply means that the information is not accessible to us for probing.

Although, in general, awareness for Level 1 SA items was relatively low, there did not seem to be an adverse effect for Level 2 SA. One could use the SAGAT results to infer that the information processing model proposed by Endsley and Smolensky [30] is not correct (i.e., an ATCS would not need Level 1 SA before achieving Level 2 SA). However, the results from this experiment do not indicate whether ATCSs have processed information from Level 1 SA into other variables or formats or that the raw information is still present but cannot be directly measured by Level 1 SA queries.

We did not have significant findings for Level 3 SA, the projection of elements into future situations. Even with the DST that should have moved ATCSs to a more strategic orientation, our ATCSs still controlled traffic in a mostly tactical fashion.

**Post scenario questionnaire** Under conditions that involved the DST, the ATCS had to constantly monitor it to fully use its capabilities. Constant monitoring of automation induces higher workload and can result in lower levels of SA. Under low load conditions, the ATCS may be able to compensate for this, but, when load is high, the ATCS is less able to maintain the picture and maintain SA.

Increasing load led to decreases in perceived SA for current aircraft locations, projected aircraft locations, and potential violations. When load was low, ATCSs were able to better focus on the big picture and displayed higher SA.

Position affected SA for current aircraft locations. R-side ATCSs rated their SA higher along this dimension than D-side ATCSs. This item reflects the differences in the responsibilities of the R- and D-side ATCSs. The R-side ATCS actively scanned the DSR screen and directed traffic, but the D-side ATCS had other responsibilities that did not focus on the scope leading to lower SA for aircraft locations.

**Over-the-shoulder ratings.** We expected that automation would have an effect on SA items from the OTS, but automation did not have an effect on the SME’s ratings for SA. These results imply that the change in automation levels did not affect ATCS SA in a manner that the SME could observe. Due to limitations in resources, we used only one SME to complete OTS forms. The SME predominantly focused on the R-side ATCS. We assumed that any changes in the team should be shown on both sides. The R-side functioned as if everything was normal, but the D-side was using the automation. The automation did not directly affect the R-side as it did the D-side, as viewed by the SME. Therefore, an automation effect was not found.

Load affected the SME’s ratings of ATCSs’ SA. High loads contributed to lower SA ratings. Once again, high loads made it difficult for the ATCS to maintain the big picture. This led to ATCSs losing SA.
Automation Related Observations. We have seen in most of our data sets that with increased levels of automation, D-side ATCSs pulled away from the radar display, leading to a further reduction of SA for D-side ATCSs.

With limited automation, the D-side lost some SA, possibly because of the lack of either the graphical representation of the DST or the familiar flight progress strips. The R-side ATCS may have received less effective assistance under limited automation conditions. This in turn could lead to a reduction in SA for the R-side. When full automation was available, although the R-side may have lost some of the D-side assistance on radar tasks, he or she gained assistance of the D-side on strategically resolving conflicts. The benefit that the strategic solution provides under low traffic load conditions no longer offsets the loss of D-side assistance on radar tasks under high load conditions.

Load Related Observations. The ATCSs themselves and the OTS raters felt that an increase in load decreased SA. The objective SAGAT measure also showed decreases in SA, although this was not true for Level 2 SA. With more aircraft in the scenario, ATCSs may have needed more cognitive resources than available, leading to a loss of SA. With the anticipated increase in traffic in the next decade, ATCSs will have increasing difficulty maintaining good SA. Developing tools that support ATCSs to focus their attention on aircraft that are at risk to get into potential conflicts or otherwise complex ATC situations may allow ATCSs to make most efficient use of their cognitive resources.

We found that ATCSs had very low levels of Level 3 SA (i.e., they were not able to project future situations). Although ATCSs in the current system work mostly tactically (i.e., within a timeframe of 3-5 minutes), we had expected that the use of the DST would extend this horizon, resulting in differences between the non-automated and automated conditions. One would expect that with more experience in the use of the DST, ATCSs would extend their time-horizon and become more strategic, resulting in higher Level 3 SA. Although the data may be available on the use of the prototypes that are in operation in the field, there are no studies available that show this shift in ATCS SA.

ATCS Position Related Observations. Without providing a change in the roles and responsibilities of the D-side ATCS when providing automation tools, the D-side will revert to established procedures. These established procedures will pull the D-side back into tactical control of aircraft, leaving the DST not used to its full potential when it would be able to assist ATCSs most. This is not to say that the R-side ATCS does not need the D-side assistance. Under the high load conditions that we tested here, the R-side needed someone to separate data blocks and an extra pair of eyes.

In the field, traffic levels fluctuate and are relatively low before a push in traffic occurs. Therefore, one can bring in a D-side ATCS before an anticipated push in traffic. The D-side can then communicate longer with adjacent sectors and prepare for or resolve potential conflicts. One way of changing the role of the D-side may be to implement traffic load indices that indicate transitions (e.g., relative low traffic load) with a transition to a push expected in 30 minutes. During those 30 minutes, a D-side ATCS could focus on resolving potential conflicts and be more strategic. This could reduce the peak complexity of the push. During the push itself, the D-side ATCS pulls back from a strategic into a more tactical mode and fully assists the R-side ATCS.

Our participants were radar-certified Certified Professional Controllers (CPCs). They felt they could have assisted better when at the radar display (i.e., more actively involved in controlling traffic). We confirmed this feeling of being less able to directly influence the traffic situation by objective data from SAGAT. SAGAT results indicated that for a given ATCS, their SA was lower when working on the D-side SA compared to working on the R-side. More research in the roles and responsibilities and the workload of D-side ATCSs is necessary to determine if that position can be of more assistance during high traffic situations through a change in roles and responsibilities.

The R-side ATCS actively controls traffic, whereas the D-side ATCS has other responsibilities besides focusing on the radar screen. This gives R-side ATCSs an advantage because they are in a more active role compared to the D-side, who is in more of a monitoring role. This coincides with Willems and Truitt’s [24] findings that SA was higher for ATCSs actively controlling traffic than monitoring traffic.

The open-ended questions were really more for the tactical, R-side ATCS. SA was higher for these action-oriented items when ATCSs were on the R-side. The R-side needs to have an over-
all comprehension of whether the aircraft are conforming to a clearance.

In contrast, the D-side ATCS needs to know the state of the aircraft. A trend showed lower SA under increasing levels of automation. R-side ATCSs’ SA was higher when no automation was present. These results indicate that the experimental manipulations affected R-side ATCSs more. When no automation was present, the D-side ATCS could devote his or her full attention to the DSR screen and assist the R-side ATCS, which freed up some cognitive resources of the R-side ATCS. When no automation was present, the D-side ATCS could manipulate the data blocks allowing for easier viewing and no overlapping information.

**Evaluation of SAVANT.** The fact that the SAVANT results mostly point in the same direction as the findings from our other measures of SA is promising. Although SAVANT does not freeze a simulation, the ATCSs felt that the brief time that they could not see the traffic was awkward. Because SAVANT is tightly integrated into our simulator, queries can be quite specific. A drawback of that approach occurs when an ATCS changes the situation such that the query is no longer relevant. Additional techniques that would allow the queries to be more dynamic and would adapt to the current situation may be necessary to adapt to ad hoc changes in the simulation. SAVANT is currently an instrument that becomes part of the simulation that is easy to administer for a given set of queries about anticipated ATC situation.
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